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Abstract

The arrangement of the b-subunits in the holo-enzyme F0F1-ATP synthase from E. coli is investigated by site-directed mutagenesis spin-

label EPR. F0F1-ATP synthases couple proton translocation with the synthesis of ATP from ADP and phosphate. The hydrophilic F1-part and

the hydrophobic membrane-integrated F0-part are connected by a central and a peripheral stalk. The peripheral stalk consists of two b-

subunits. Cysteine mutations are introduced in the tether domain of the b-subunit at b-40, b-51, b-53, b-62 or b-64 and labeled with a

nitroxide spin label. Conventional (9 GHz), high-field (95 GHz) and pulsed EPR spectroscopy reveal: All residues are in a relatively polar

environment, with mobilities consistent with helix sites. The distance between the spin labels at each b-subunit is 2.9 nm in each mutant,

revealing a parallel arrangement of the two helices. They can be in-register but separated by a large distance (1.9 nm), or at close contact and

displaced along the helix axes by maximally 2.7 nm, which excludes an in-register coiled-coil model suggested previously for the b-subunit.

Binding of the non-hydrolysable nucleotide AMPPNP to the spin-labeled enzyme had no significant influence on the distances compared to

that in the absence of nucleotides.

D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

F0F1-ATP synthases catalyze the proton transport-

coupled synthesis of ATP from ADP and phosphate in

bacteria, chloroplasts and mitochondria [1]. The enzyme

consists of two large domains: a membrane-integrated F0-

part catalyzing the transmembrane proton transport and a

hydrophilic F1-part containing the nucleotide and phosphate

binding sites. In the F0F1-ATP synthase from E. coli, the F1-

part has a subunit composition of a3h3gyq (see Fig. 1a). The
0005-2728/$ - see front matter D 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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F0-part consists of ab2c10–14 [2] and the c-subunits form a

ring in the membrane [3].

According to the Fbinding change_ theory, the three

catalytic nucleotide binding sites of the h-subunits undergo
conformational changes, adopting in subsequent steps the

Fopen_, Ftight_ and Floose_ conformation. This is accom-

plished by sequential ‘‘docking–undocking’’ steps of the g-

subunit to the three different ah-pairs, i.e. by a rotation of

the g-subunit which synchronizes the catalytic reaction at

the three catalytic sites [4]. The high resolution X-ray

structure supported this mechanism [5] and rotation of the

g-subunit during ATP hydrolysis was demonstrated [6,7]

and visualized by video-microscopy [8].

With respect to proton transport-coupled ATP syn-

thesis in the holo-enzyme, it was suggested that the g-

subunit is connected with the ring of c-subunits and that

proton transport through the enzyme is accomplished by

rotation of the c-ring in the membrane. As the c-ring
ta 1708 (2005) 143 – 153



Fig. 1. (a) Membrane-embedded F0F1-ATP synthase from E. coli derived from homology modeling [17] and electron microscopy [18]. According to [23], the

b-subunit (orange) can be divided into the transmembrane domain (pictured as <1>), tether domain <2>, dimerization domain <3> and y-binding domain <4>.

Each b-subunit was labeled with the nitroxide spin-label MTSL at residues 40, 51, 53, 62 and 64 which are located in the tether or dimerization domain,

respectively. (b) Fluorograms of electrophoretic separation (SDS-PAGE) of the subunits of F0F1-ATP synthase. Lane 1: F0F1 labeled with TMR-M. Mainly, the

b-subunits are labeled. Subunits a, h and g show weak fluorescence intensities. Other subunits are not labeled. Lane 2: Spin-labeled F0F1 was labeled with

TMR-M. Subunit b shows very weak fluorescence intensity; the intensities of other subunits are comparable to lane 1. (c) SDS-PAGE of cross-linking

experiment. Lane 1: F0F1 without cross-linking treatment. Subunit c ran out of the gel; the y-subunit can be seen as a weak band above the b-subunit. Lanes 2

and 3: F0F1 treated with 50 AM CuCl2. The reaction was stopped by the addition of 2 mM EDTA after 30 min and 120 min, respectively. No b-dimer can be

seen. Lane 4: truncated b-subunit b34 – 156T62C (without residues 1 to 33). Lane 5 and 6: b34 – 156T62C treated with 50 AM CuCl2. The reaction was stopped by

adding 2 mM EDTA after 30 min and 120 min, respectively, indicating cross-linking (>90% of b-dimer).
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interacts with the g- and q-subunits, this drives the

rotation of the g-subunit in the F1-part. Correspondingly,

the gqc10-14 complex is called ‘‘rotor’’, a3h3yab2 the

‘‘stator’’ [9–12].

Quantitative models describing the generation of the

required power for ATP synthesis have been presented [13–

15]. Recently, it has been shown with single molecule

spectroscopy that during proton transport-driven ATP syn-

thesis, the g-subunit rotates relative to the stator subunits

and that the direction of rotation is reversed during ATP

hydrolysis [16,17] (a model of F0F1-ATP synthase is shown

in Fig. 1a combining data from electron microscopy [18]

and a homology model [17]).

The movement of the rotor part in the enzyme requires

a firm connection between the stator subunits. According

to the current structural models, the two b-subunits connect

the membrane-integrated stator part (a-subunit) with the

hydrophilic stator part (a3h3y-subunits). Electron micro-

scopy showed that F1 and F0 are linked by a central (g-

and q-subunit) and a peripheral (b-subunits) second stalk

[18–20]. A high-resolution X-ray structure of the b-

subunits in the holo-enzyme is not available yet, however

some data were published on the structure of parts of the

subunit and its interaction with the F1-part [21,22]. The b-

subunit can be divided into 4 major parts: the N-terminal

transmembrane domain (see domain <1> in Fig. 1a,

residues 1 to 22), followed by the tether domain (<2>,

residues 23 to 52), the dimerization domain (<3>, residues

53 to 122) [23] and the y-binding domain (<4>, residues

123 to 156) [24]. The structure of an isolated fragment of

the b-subunit comprising residues 1 to 34 has been solved
by NMR, revealing a hydrophobic membrane-spanning a-

helix [21]. Recently, the binding strength of the b-subunits

to the F1-part was determined [25,26]. Further biochemical

approaches such as circular dichroism spectroscopy,

chemical cross-linking, analytical ultracentrifugation and

deletion analysis revealed that the structure of the

peripheral stalk consists of a highly extended conformation

containing ¨80% a-helix [27–34].

Structural information about the b-subunit in the holo-

enzyme is needed to understand the role of the b-subunit in

the stator part of the enzyme. The tether domain was used

for fluorescence labeling in a recent single-molecule

investigation of proton transport-coupled ATP synthesis

[17], however very little is known about its structure.

We used a site-directed mutagenesis spin labeling EPR

approach to investigate the structure of the b-subunits in the

holo-enzyme. Previous spin-label EPR studies have targeted

the h-subunit in F1-ATPase using native cysteines [35] and

mutagenesis to introduce spin labels in the isolated soluble

b-subunit of ATPase [36,37].

In the present work, a series of mutants along a stretch

extending from the tether domain to the dimerization

domain of the b-subunit was prepared. As there are two b-

subunits in the enzyme, mutagenesis to replace one codon of

the b-gene by the cysteine-codon results in the substitution

of two cysteines in the holo-enzyme. The mutants prepared

were b-I40C, b-H51C, b-D53C, b-T62C and b-Q64C. In

each case, the holo-enzyme was spin labeled with the

nitroxide label MTSL, resulting in the spin-labeled mutants

F0F1-bI40C, F0F1-bH51C, F0F1-bD53C, F0F1-bT62C and

F0F1-bQ64C.
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Advanced EPR techniques were used to obtain structural

parameters of the b-subunit. For all mutants, liquid solution

X-band (9 GHz) EPR, frozen solution X- and W-band (95

GHz) EPR, and a pulsed X-band double electron–electron

resonance (DEER) [38] EPR technique were used to

determine the properties of the spin labels and the distances

between paramagnetic centers. DEER is a recent method in

EPR to determine distances in the nanometer range, which

has been demonstrated to yield reliable distance information

on doubly spin-labeled chemical systems [38] and proteins

of known structure [39,40].
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Enzyme preparation

F0F1-ATP synthases from E. coli carrying one of the

cysteine mutations b-I40C, b-H51C, b-D53C, b-T62C and

b-Q64C, respectively, were prepared separately according to

[16] using the plasmid pRR76 expressed in the strain RA1

and stored in liquid nitrogen.

2.2. Site-directed spin labeling

The two cysteines of the b-subunits were labeled with

the spin-label MTSL (Toronto Research Chemicals, Tor-

onto, Canada). MTSL was dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide

at a concentration of 40 mM. The stock solution was

stored at �80 -C. For labeling, each mutant was

concentrated to 50 AM in buffer A [50 mM 3-(N-

morpholino) propanesulfonic acid, pH 7.0, 100 mM NaCl,

2.5 mM MgCl2, 0.2% n-dodecyl-h-d-maltoside] and

treated for 20 min at 0 -C with a 8.4-fold molar excess

of MTSL over F0F1. Unbound MTSL was removed by two

subsequent passages of the sample through Sephadex G50

fine columns equilibrated with buffer A. The spin-labeled

F0F1-ATP synthase was concentrated for EPR experiments

by precipitation in saturated ammonium sulfate (pH 7.5)

and dissolving the precipitate in 50 Al buffer A.

Ammonium sulfate was removed by two subsequent

passages of the sample through Sephadex G50 fine

columns equilibrated with buffer A yielding enzyme

concentrations in the range from 40 to 110 AM. Samples

were stored at �80 -C.

2.3. Cross-linking

F0F1-bT62C and b34–156T62C [25] (a truncated b-

subunit without amino acids 1 to 33) at a concentration of

10 AM were incubated separately at 23 -C with 50 AM
CuCl2 in buffer A. Reactions were stopped by the

addition of 2 mM EDTA after 30 min and 120 min,

respectively. 5 Ag of protein per lane was used for SDS-

PAGE (13%). The gel (shown in Fig. 1c) was stained

with Coomassie Blue.
2.4. Enzyme activity

F0F1 concentrations were determined by UV absorption

using a molecular mass of 550 kDa and a molar extinction

coefficient e =340,000 M�1 cm�1 at 278 nm. For each

mutant, ATP synthesis rates were measured at 23 -C by a

luciferin/luciferase assay after an acid-base-transition [41].

Samples with an ATP synthesis rate above 20 s�1 were used

for spin labeling.

2.5. Control for the specificity of spin labeling

F0F1-bQ64C was concentrated to 20 AM in buffer A and

treated for 90 min at 0 -C with a 1.8-fold molar excess of

TMR-M (Molecular Probes, Leiden, The Netherlands) over

F0F1. After removing unreacted dye by passage of the

sample through a Sephadex G50 fine column equilibrated

with buffer A, the degree of fluorescence labeling was

determined and SDS-PAGE was used to visualize the

specificity of labeling. The same procedure was performed

with spin-labeled b-Q64C.

2.6. X-band EPR spectroscopy

9-GHz EPR measurements were carried out using an

Elexsys 680 FT/CW spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin GmbH,

Rheinstetten, Germany). A dielectric resonator was used.

Measurements of free spin-label MTSL and the spin-labeled

mutants of F0F1-ATP synthase were performed in buffer A

in liquid solution at room temperature (21 -C). Measure-

ments were performed at 2 mW microwave power using a

modulation frequency of 100 kHz with an amplitude of 0.1

mT for samples containing F0F1-ATP synthase and 0.02 mT

for MTSL in buffer A. The total measurement time for

spectra of the F0F1-ATP synthase was 10 min and 20 min

for MTSL.

For measurements in frozen solution, 30% glycerol (v/v)

was added to the enzyme and the samples were transferred

into 4-mm o.d. quartz capillary tubes (Wilmad Glass).

Measurements were performed at 0.001 mW microwave

power using a modulation frequency of 100 kHz with an

amplitude of 0.1 mT. Total measurement time was 40 min.

2.7. W-band EPR spectroscopy

High frequency (95 GHz) EPR measurements were

carried out at 40 K using an Elexsys 680 FT/CW

spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin GmbH, Rheinstetten, Ger-

many) with an Oxford 5.8 T split coil magnet as described in

[42]. Spectra were measured at 0.05 AW microwave power

using a modulation frequency of 100 kHz with an amplitude

of 0.5 mT, and a total measurement time of 30 min.

Simulations of the frozen solution W-band spectra were

performed using the Bruker SimFonia (Bruker BioSpin

GmbH, Rheinstetten, Germany) EPR software. The errors of

individual parameters were estimated from the minimum
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change in the respective parameter resulting in a visible

deterioration of the simulation.

2.8. DEER experiments

DEER experiments were performed using an Elexsys

680 FT/CW spectrometer (Bruker BioSpin GmbH, Rhein-

stetten, Germany), modified as described in [43]. Samples

for DEER spectroscopy were prepared as described above

for the frozen solution X-band EPR experiments, and

experiments were performed at 40 K. The four pulse

DEER sequence [44] p1-t1-p2-t2-p3 with a pump pulse

inserted after p2 was employed. Pulse lengths were 32 ns

for p1, p2 and p3, and amplitudes were adjusted to obtain

a p/2 pulse for p1 and p-pulses for p2 and p3. The pump-

pulse length was 36 ns, and the pump power was adjusted

for maximum inversion of the echo. Delay times were

t1=200 ns, t2=2000 ns and the time T, at which the

pump pulse was inserted after p2, was varied. The

observer field was set to the low field edge of the spin-

label EPR spectrum and the pump frequency adjusted to

coincide with the maximum of the nitroxide spin-label

EPR signal, resulting in a separation of vpump and vobs of

74 MHz. The pulse lengths employed determine the

minimum distance accessible by the technique, which is

approximately 1.2 nm here.

Simulations of the DEER time traces were performed

using the program by Jeschke et al. [38,45,46]. In the

case of F0F1-bI40C, the automatic fitting routine con-

verged. For the time traces of the other mutants, the

parameters were adjusted manually, and errors were

determined by seeking for the minimum change in the

respective parameter, resulting in a visible deterioration of

the simulation.
3. Results

3.1. Characterization of the spin-labeled F0F1-ATP

synthases

The F0F1-ATP synthase of E. coli was labeled with spin-

label MTSL as described in Materials and methods. To

check the specificity of labeling of the b-subunits, we used

a differential labeling procedure. First, the Q64C mutant of

F0F1-ATP synthase (F0F1-bQ64C) was labeled with the

fluorescence label TMR-M; the molecular ratio of bound

TMR to F0F1-bQ64C was 1.25. SDS-PAGE shows that

mainly the b-subunit was labeled with some minor

unspecific labeling of other subunits. In the second

experiment, F0F1-bQ64C was first labeled with MTSL

and then the spin-labeled sample was additionally labeled

with TMR-M. SDS-PAGE reveals that the b-subunit shows

only weak fluorescence while other subunits show similar

fluorescence intensities as without prior MTSL labeling

(see Fig. 1b). These results indicate that MTSL label blocks
further labeling of the b-subunits by TMR, whereas the

labeling pattern of the other subunits by TMR is not

significantly changed. This implies that MTSL binds

specifically to the b-subunits. In this sample, the ratio of

bound TMR to F0F1 was 0.65. Thus, the degree of labeling

of the b-subunit with MTSL was 0.6, which shows that a

representative ensemble of the enzyme is labeled. Statisti-

cally, the probability that both b-subunits in the holo-

enzyme were labeled was 0.09. This low labeling degree

was chosen to retain a high selectivity of b-subunit

labeling.

3.2. Cross-linking experiments with an isolated fragment of

the mutant b-subunit (b34–156T62C) and with F0F1-bT62C

Treatment with CuCl2 resulted in cross-linking of the

isolated b-subunits as shown in Fig. 1c, lanes 5 and 6. The

same treatment of F0F1-bT62C does not lead to cross-links

between the b-subunits in Fig. 1c (lanes 2 and 3), suggesting

a major structural difference between the b-subunit in the

solution, for which a dimeric structure had been proposed

[22], and in the holo-enzyme.

Spin-labeled F0F1-ATP synthases were incorporated into

liposomes to check whether the holo-enzyme is still fully

functional. The turnover of the enzyme measured under

standard conditions at 23 -C [41] was (20T5) s�1 for ATP

synthesis and it decreased to (13T4) s�1 after labeling the

same sample with MTSL.

3.3. EPR spectroscopy

The following EPR experiments were performed with

MTSL labeled F0F1 in buffer A: liquid solution X-band

EPR to determine mobility, frozen solution X-band and W-

band EPR to determine hyperfine and g-tensor compo-

nents, and, for short distances, spin–spin interactions.

Finally, to determine distances above 1.2 nm, double

electron–electron resonance (DEER) was used because it

is exclusively sensitive to the dipolar interaction between

pairs of electron spins.

The liquid solution X-band EPR spectra of all mutants

have a similar overall shape. This reveals that there are no

large variations in the mobility of the spin label, i.e. that the

immediate environment of the spin labels is similar. The

spectra resemble those of helix surface sites and have

mobility parameters of DH�1=0.25 G�1 (inverse width of

central line) and <H2>�1=3.8�10�3 G�2 (inverse second

moment) corresponding to helix surface sites or tertiary

interaction sites according to the classification of

Mchaourab et al. [47,48].

Frozen solution W-band EPR spectra are shown in Fig. 2.

The line positions corresponding to the different directions

of the nitroxide g-tensor, gx, gy and gz, are indicated.

Spectral simulations of the W-band EPR spectra result in the

parameters given in Table 1. The values of Azz reveal the

polarity; those of gx, the proteicity of the environment of the



Fig. 2. W-band EPR spectra of spin labels in mutants of F0F1-ATP synthase

b-I40C and b-T62C, with spin labels at positions b40 and b62, respectively.

Indicated are the resonance fields due to gx, gy and gz and the hyperfine

splitting Azz.
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spin label. The range of gx values observed correspond to

13% of the variation seen in gx for solvents of different

polarity [42], the range of Azz to 6% of that variation,

suggesting that the overall variation in polarity/proteicity

between the different sites is small. Differences in Azz can

be neglected, but gx for b-T62C and b-Q64C is slightly

smaller than for b-I40C, b-H51C and b-D53C, indicating

that b-T62C and b-Q64C are in a more protic environment

than the remaining mutants, without, however, adopting the

values of a solvent-exposed spin label.

The spectra are well described with a single spin,

indicating that the dipolar interaction between the spin

labels is within the component linewidth (DBi, where i is the

direction of the g-tensor axes x, y and z) of the simulation.

The magnitude of the unresolved hyperfine components,

Axx and Ayy, and the respective component linewidths, DBx

and DBy, depend on each other. To emphasize differences in
Table 1

W-band frozen solution EPR simulation parameters (data normalized to gz=2.00

Azz (mT)a gx
b gy DBx (mT)c DBy (mT

MTSL 3.70 2.00906 2.00687 1.13 0.70

b40 3.60 2.00925 2.00686 1.36i 0.76

b51 3.61 2.00925 2.00688 1.43 0.72

b53 3.60 2.00924 2.00686 1.34 0.75

b62 3.60 2.00915 2.00686 1.20 0.71

b64 3.61 2.00917 2.00688 1.27 0.74

a T0.025 mT.
b T2I10�5.
c errorT0.03 mT.
d errorT0.02 mT.
e errorT0.04 mT.
f T0.06.
g T0.04.
h T 0.08.
i errorT0.04 mT.
j T0.07.
the component linewidth, DBi, for all mutants, Axx and Ayy
were kept constant (Axx=0.40 mT and Ayy=0.45 mT).

Using DBi for MTSL as the reference for a single spin label,

the difference, D, in linewidth of the mutant (DBi
mut) relative

to MTSL (DBi
MTSL) is calculated as di =DBi

mut�DBi
MTSL. In

all mutants, the largest difference is found along the x

direction dx, followed by dz. The values of dy and dz are

close to their respective experimental errors. For dy, this is
due to the small absolute magnitude of these values; for dz,

this is due to the relatively large experimental error for DBz,

resulting from baseline drifts, which makes it difficult to get

good simulations for the shape of the EPR spectrum in this

region. Attributing the increase in linewidth relative to free

MTSL to the unresolved dipolar splitting of the two spin

labels in the mutants, approximate distances can be obtained

from the point-dipolar model (see below).

3.4. DEER spectroscopy

DEER time traces characteristic of spin–spin interactions

are observed for all mutants. The modulation observed is an

unambiguous indication for the intramolecular interaction of

two electron spins in the samples. In Fig. 3a, DEER time

traces of the mutants are shown. A broad feature at approx.

0.5 As corresponds to a maximum of the modulation. This

feature is most pronounced for the b-I40C, the b-H51C, and

the b-D53C mutants. In b-T62C and b-Q64C, this feature is

broadened. Additionally, a decay that is almost linear in

time is seen in all mutants. This decay, which has different

slopes for the different mutants, is due to randomly

distributed spins rather than the spin pairs giving rise to

the modulation [45]. It is attributed to intermolecular

interactions, and the variation observed reflects differences

in the total spin concentration, not in the distances

themselves. In Fig. 3b, Fourier Transform traces for b-

I40C and b-T62C are shown, along with, in Fig. 3c, the

corresponding distance distributions (see below).
300)

)d DBz (mT)e dx
f (mT) dy

g (mT) dz
h (mT) rmin (nm)

0.65

0.75 0.2j 0.06 0.1 2.0

0.75 0.3 0.02 0.1 1.8

0.72 0.2 0.05 0.1 2.1

0.72 0.1 0.01 0.1 3.0

0.67 0.1 0.04 0.0 2.4



Fig. 3. DEER results on F0F1-ATP synthase. (a) DEER time traces, total

measurement times: F0F1-ATPsynthase b-I40C (b40) 12.5 h, b40AMPPNP

(dotted line) 7 h; b-T51C (b51) 13 h, b-T53C (b53) 12 h, b-T62C (b62) 9 h,

b-T64C (b64) 4 h; for further experimental conditions, see text. Dashed

lines for b-I40C and b-T62C: simulations using a superposition of distances

(see text). (b) Fourier transformation of the DEER time traces of b-I40C and

b-T62C. Largest contribution: 1.7 MHz, in b-T62C: broad region of

intensity extending to 5.0 MHz. (c) Distance distribution corresponding to

the simulations shown in panel a.
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3.5. Distance information from EPR

The point-dipole model relates the dipolar splitting vdip
observed experimentally with the distances r between the

centers of spin density as [38]:

vdip ¼
52

r3
3cos2h � 1
� �

MHz=nm3
� �

¼ Bdip 3cos2h � 1
� �

MHz=nm3
� �

ð1Þ

where h is the angle between the vector joining the two

electron spins and the magnetic field B0.

In the W-band cw EPR spectra, vdip is associated with

linewidths di. The dipolar broadening of the different

components i in the spectrum depends on the relative

orientation of the g-tensors of the two spin labels. If the g-

tensors are oriented such that, for example, the x-axes of

the g-tensor are parallel or antiparallel, the largest broad-

ening is expected on the x-component (dx), since in this

case h =0- and the splitting dx is 2Bdip, where Bdip is the
dipolar splitting for h =90-. In that case, the remaining

components dy and dz are broadened by Bdip. Experimen-

tally, positive values for di are observed, revealing that the

resonances are broadened relative to MTSL. Assuming that

positive di values are exclusively due to the dipolar

interaction of the two electron spins, the distance between

the spins can be estimated using the point-dipole model. In

the spectra, the largest broadening is found along gx, as

would be expected, if the gx-axes of the spin labels were

parallel or antiparallel. The other two components, dy and

dz, in this case should be broadened by dx/2. As most of

the observed values of dy are smaller than that, factors

other than the dipolar interaction must contribute to dx.

Therefore, the distances, rmin, calculated from dx in Table

1 represent a lower limit for the distances of the spin labels

in the mutants. For all mutants, rmin is above 1.8 nm.

Therefore, distances smaller than 1.8 nm, in particular

distances as small as 1.2 nm, which would result in a

broadening of approximately 1.0 mT, can be safely

excluded. This is important for the interpretation of the

DEER experiments, which are not sensitive to distances

smaller than 1.2 nm. The W-band EPR results further

explain why X-band EPR frozen-solution spectra did not

show substantial differences in linewidth for the mutants.

In these spectra, only the lineshape pertaining to gz can be

determined, which, according to the W-band EPR spectra,

shows the smallest variation for the different mutants.

By DEER, vdip is directly obtained from the Fourier

Transform of the time traces, where a maximum is observed

at h =90 - and orientation effects can be neglected. The

Fourier Transformations of the DEER time traces (Fig. 3b)

have a peak at 1.7 MHz, corresponding to a distance of

approximately 3 nm. For the b-T62C (Fig. 3b) and b-Q64C

mutants, also a less intense shoulder is observed, extending

from the main peak to 5 MHz, suggesting a contribution of

spin pairs with shorter distances down to 2.2 nm. More

details were obtained with the program by Jeschke et al.

[38,45,46]. The program simulates and fits the DEER time

traces with a maximum of two components, each consisting

of a Gaussian distribution of distances. For the mutants b-

I40C and b-T62C, the resulting simulations of the time

traces are shown in Fig. 3a, the distributions of distances in

Fig. 3c. The corresponding parameters are given in Table 2.

For all mutants, a distance of 2.9 nm is the dominant

contribution. The width of the distribution centered at this

distance is larger for b-I40C than for the remaining mutants.

All mutants except b-I40C have a second component with a

broad distribution of distances centered at 2.5 nm, account-

ing for a minority population of approximately 20% of the

spin-label pairs. With respect to this population, for b-H51C

and b-D53C the width of the distribution is smaller than for

b-T62C and b-Q64C (Table 2). Thus, there must be a larger

variability in the local structure of the b-subunits for

residues 62 and 64 in the minority population. This could

be attributed either to a larger number of conformations of

the tether linking the spin label to the protein, or to a larger



Table 2

Distances from DEER and structural parameters of b-subunit

Mutant DEER results of component I DEER results of component II Amount of II (%) Structural parameters

r (nm)a Widthb (nm) r (nm)c Widthd (nm) Turn # Angle (-)

b40 2.94 0.36 0 I 0

b51 2.90 0.20 2.5 1.15 19 III 20

b53 2.95 0.20 2.5 1.15 26 III 220

b62 2.90 0.20 2.5 1.70 22 VI 40

b64 2.90 0.15 2.5 1.70 18 VI 240

a T0.05.
b Half-width at half-height.
c T0.1.
d Half-width at half-height.
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distribution of conformations of the b-subunits with respect

to each other. A larger flexibility of the linker can be

excluded since it would result in a higher mobility of the

spin labels at these positions, which would cause differences

in the liquid solution X-band EPR spectra of the respective

mutants. This indicates that for a fraction of the enzyme, the

part of the b-subunit extending from the tether region to the

F1 binding domain is less well ordered than the section of

the b-subunit extending from the F0 binding domain to the

tether region. Given that the corresponding fraction of spin-

label pairs is small, we focus on the majority fraction in the

following.

The distance of 2.9 nm is consistent with the results of

W-band EPR experiments, since it corresponds to a dipolar

interaction of 0.06 mT, which should cause di parameters of

0.12 or 0.06 mT, depending on the relative orientation of the

spin labels. This splitting is comparable to the experimental

values, dx, dy and dz (Table 1). Since, for some of the

mutants, dx is significantly larger than these values, other

sources of line-broadening must be present. This makes it

impossible to get additional evidence about the hetero-

geneity from the W-band experiments, or to use these results

to determine the relative orientation of the spin labels.

3.6. Distance determination with F0F1-ATP synthases

incubated with AMPPNP

Electron microscopy of F0F1-ATP synthase from E. coli

combined with three dimensional image reconstruction

revealed large conformational changes of the enzyme upon

binding of the non-hydrolysable ATP analogue AMPPNP

[49]. To investigate whether the binding of AMPPNP

changes the distances between the b-subunits, samples of

spin-labeled b-I40C, b-H51C and b-Q64C used for DEER

experiments before, were thawed, incubated with 5 mM

AMPPNP for 30 min and refrozen. As F0F1 concentrations

were in the range from 60 to 110 AM, AMPPNP binds to all

binding sites according to the Kd values of 0.11 AM for the

first and 5.5 AM for the second and third catalytic binding

sites [50]. The DEER traces in the presence of AMPPNP

(Fig. 3a) show no significant changes as compared to the

traces in its absence.
4. Discussion

The F0F1-ATP synthase from E. coli was spin labeled

with MTSL at different positions of the b-subunit. Func-

tional assays and SDS-PAGE revealed that labeling was

selective, that the spin-labeled enzyme was functional and

could be prepared in high concentrations. A relatively low

degree of labeling resulted from labeling conditions that

were optimized for specific binding, and from differential

labeling, a fraction of 0.09 of holo-enzyme with doubly

labeled b-subunits was estimated.

The cross-linking experiments give the first indication

that the dimeric structure proposed previously for the

isolated b-subunits [22] is not retained in the holo-enzyme.

The model proposed for this dimer [22] should allow cross-

linking by a disulfide bridge at position T62C. As no cross-

linked dimers were observed in the holo-enzyme, the

interaction of the b-subunits with the F1-part and the F0-

part must be stronger than the interactions between the b-

subunits themselves, and the dimeric structure found for

isolated b-subunit dimers [22] can be ruled out.

The spin–spin interaction observed in the DEER experi-

ments gives clear evidence that there are two spin labels in

the mutants of the b-subunit of F0F1-ATP synthase, and

from the DEER experiments, the actual distances are

obtained. As, contrary to the conventional EPR approaches,

the DEER technique allows to discriminate between intra-

and intermolecular spin–spin interactions, the relatively low

yield of doubly labeled protein is not problematic.

The combination of advanced EPR techniques further

enabled us to determine the secondary structure element that

the mutant is bound to, the polarity of the environment of

the spin label and the distance between the spin labels.

These results could only be obtained because of the

increased spectral resolution of high-field EPR and the

sensitivity for long distances of the pulsed EPR technique

employed.

4.1. Distance information from EPR

The modulation in the DEER experiments (Fig. 3a)

shows that both copies of the b-subunit in the mutants can
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be spin-labeled. The distance between the centers of spin

density, namely the NO-groups of the spin labels, is 2.9 nm.

A certain degree of heterogeneity is observed for a minority

fraction of the enzyme, from which we conclude that the

region of the b-subunits closer to the F1 binding domain is

less well ordered than the section of the b-subunit extending

from the F0 binding domain to the tether region. As the

corresponding population of the enzyme only accounts for

maximally 20% of the population, we focus on the majority

of contribution with the distance of 2.9 nm. To obtain

structural information on the b-subunits, the distance

between the NO-group and the Ch atoms to which the spin

labels are linked is needed. Information on the length and

the conformation of the linker in the MTSL spin label has

been obtained from X-ray crystallography on a spin-labeled

protein [51]. The length of the linker with the spin label in

an extended conformation is around 0.56 nm. Therefore, the

distance of 2.9 nm observed in the DEER experiment for the

spin-label pairs implies that the Ch atoms to which the spin-

labels are linked are minimally 1.8 nm apart. This is fully

consistent with the failure to obtain cross-linked cystine-

dimers of the b-subunits in the holo-enzyme. An upper limit

for the distances can be estimated from the results of [17],

where a bifunctional dye with a length of about 5 nm was

able to cross-link the b-subunits. This excludes distances

above 5 nm.

4.2. Spin-label mobility and environment

The magnetic resonance parameters obtained by EPR

give information on the location and the environment of the

spin label. With respect to these parameters, the spin–spin

interaction is a small perturbation, therefore, the parameters

can be discussed in terms of the combined properties of the

spin labels at both b-subunits.

From the similarity of the liquid solution X-band EPR

spectra, it is concluded that the mobility of the spin label is

comparable for all mutants. The line shape can be classified

as that of a spin label at a somewhat immobilized helix site

[51,52], as found for example for sites in the interaction

region of two helices in T4 lysozyme [47]. The hyperfine

and g-tensor parameters, specifically Azz and gx from W-

band EPR (see Table 1), reveal that the polarity and

proteicity of the environment at all positions of the spin

label are similar. The parameters suggest a location close to,

but not fully exposed to, the buffer/detergent environment of

the protein. Small differences of Azz and gx between the

mutants show that the spin labels at positions b-T62C and b-

Q64C are in a more protic, i.e. more buffer like, environ-

ment than those at the other positions.

4.3. Model for the structure of the b-subunits in the

holo-enzyme

The distance of 1.9 nm between Ch atoms excludes an

in-register coiled-coil arrangement of the helices. In the
following, we discuss the implications of this finding with

respect to possible relative orientations of the helices.

Specifically, we will suggest two models, which are in

accordance with the measured distances.

The interpretation is based on an a-helical structure of

the b-subunit in this region [22]. In an a-helix, the relative

orientation of the amino acids is determined by the fact

that a full helical turn requires 3.6 residues. Choosing b-

I40C arbitrarily as the reference at 0-, the angles of the

other mutated amino acids relative to b-I40C are obtained

(Table 2). As can be seen in Fig. 4a, b-I40C, b-H51C and

b-T62C are at the same side of the helix, albeit at different

heights, whereas residues b-D53C and b-Q64C are

approximately 180- away from the former group, i.e. at

the opposite side of the helix. In both models, this relative

orientation of the mutated amino acids within one helix is

kept constant. The rotational orientation of the two b-

subunits is the same for both models and as shown in Fig.

4b and c. The helices are shifted relative to each other

until the model describes correctly the experimentally

observed distances.

The first scenario (model (1)) assumes that the helices are

in-register, i.e. every pair of amino acids is at the same

height. Since the spin-labeled residues at the two helices

point in the same direction, it stands to reason that the

attached nitroxide labels also point in the same direction.

For this reason, the length of the linker of the spin labels can

be neglected and the distance measured corresponds to the

distance between the Ch atoms to which the labels are

bound. Assuming a diameter of 1.0 nm for the helix leads to

a separation of the helices by a distance of 1.9 nm. This

would imply that there are no significant interactions

between the two b-subunits (see Fig. 4b) in the region

between residues b-40 and b-64.

In model (2), we assume a direct contact between both

helices. Because the diameter of one helix is about 1 nm,

this requires that one helix is shifted parallel to the helix

axis about 2.7 nm to obtain a distance of 2.9 nm for all

mutated amino acids. The shift of 2.7 nm implies a shift

of about 20 amino acids or 5 to 6 helical turns (Fig. 4c).

In both models, the distances of 2.9 nm between the

Ch atoms of the mutated residues are indicated by lines

(Fig. 4b and c).

We stress that the two models represent extreme

conformations. It would be equally compatible with the

data if the two helices were further apart than in model 2

and were shifted less along the long axis of the helix. Our

results clearly exclude the close-contact coiled-coil

arrangements of the b-subunits that had been proposed

previously based on the results of measurements of

isolated b-subunits in solution. The structural information

about these dimers is summarized in the Introduction. It is

well established that soluble b-monomers (e.g. b54–143)

form such dimers in solution and that their properties, such

as dissociation constants, depend on the properties of the

medium (pH, Mg2+ concentration, etc.), [26], suggesting



Fig. 4. Models of arrangement of the two b-subunits. (a) Helical wheel projection of the b-subunit assuming a right-handed a-helix (residues 40 to 64) viewed

from F0. Spin-labeled residues are shown as balls. The angle between residue 40 and the other spin-labeled residues is given in Table 2. (b) Side view of model (1).

Balls indicate the spin-labeled residues; lines indicate the distance of 2.9 nm between spin-labeled residues. The two b-subunits are in-register; residues and spin

labels point in the same direction. The two helices have no interaction and are separated by about 1.9 nm. (c) Side view of model (2). The two helices have direct

contact. One helix has been shifted to yield a distance of 2.9 nm between the two spin labels. This shift is about 2.7 nm, i.e. 20 amino acids or 5 to 6 helical turns.
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that also the structures depend on the mode of preparation.

The model of the b-dimer from position 62 to 122

calculated from two monomers in solution [22] proposes

a close contact between the two helices with an in-register

arrangement of the helices. As also the rotational

orientation of the helices differs from the model shown

in Fig. 4b, it results in much shorter distances for the

mutated residues b-T62C and b-Q64C than observed in the

DEER experiments. That these structures do not reflect the

arrangement of the b-subunits in the holo-enzyme is most

likely due to the anchoring of the b-subunits in the holo-

enzyme. It seems that anchoring of the N-termini of the

b-subunits in the transmembrane F0-part and of the C-

terminal region in the F1-part affects the relative arrange-

ment of the two b-subunits more strongly than do

interactions between the b-subunits, which determine the

solution structures of isolated b-subunits. Consequently, it

is not surprising that we find significant deviations from

these models, such as a significantly larger separation of

the two b-subunits in the holo-enzyme.

The arrangement of the two b-subunits seems not to

change within experimental error when the substrate

analogue AMPPNP is bound. Although the distribution of

distances of b-T62C and b-Q64C for the majority of spin-

label pairs is relatively large, a change in conformation

should be detectable within a limit of 0.05 nm as revealed

by simulation of the DEER time traces. With respect to the

minority contribution with the wide distance distribution,

the error margins are significantly larger. However, differ-

ences in the width of the distribution of 1.15 nm (b-H51C

and b-D53C) and 1.70 nm (b-T62C and b-Q64C) can be

clearly distinguished, suggesting that potential distance

changes are well below 0.55 nm, also for that fraction of
the protein. The required storage of mechanical energy

during the working cycle of the enzyme, therefore, does not

seem to involve the relative motion of the two helices with

respect to each other.

In summary, we find that the EPR experiments confirm

the more protic environment of the b-subunit close to the

head region of the enzyme. The failure to obtain cross-

linked b-subunit dimers in the holo-enzyme and the

relatively large distance observed by DEER exclude a

coiled-coil arrangement of the b-subunits and lead us to the

proposal of a new model for the structure of the enzyme

with respect to the b-subunits. No evidence of relative

motion of the b-subunits due to the binding of the ATP-

analogue was found, suggesting that the storage of

mechanical energy during enzymatic function does not

involve such a motion of the b-subunits.
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